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Epitaxial self-assembly of multiferroic nanostructures
Anisotropic strain, magnetic properties, and lattice dynamics in self-assembled multiferroic CoFe$_2$O$_4$-PbTiO$_3$ nanostructures
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We investigate the anisotropic stress dependent magnetic and phonon behaviors in self-assembled CoFe$_2$O$_4$-PbTiO$_3$ (CFO-PTO) nanostructures deposited on SrRuO$_3$ buffered SrTiO$_3$ substrates of various thickness. The increased vertical compressed stress with increasing thickness enhances the vertical magnetic anisotropy of CFO while gradually reducing the vertical polarization of PTO. By applying the magnetic-field dependent Raman scattering, the CFO-A$_{1g}$ and T$_{2g}(1)$ phonon frequencies shift oppositely because of the magnetostriction. Moreover, the PTO-A$_1$ mode intensities anomalously enhance and the A$_3$ and E mode frequencies, respectively, increase and decrease, which prove the existence of the stress-mediated magnetoelectric (ME) effect. This study shows that the ME transmission process is dominated by interfacial stress, which is critical for enhancing the ME efficiency. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled spinel-perovskite multiferroic materials with the coexistence of the ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties attract great research interests because of the magnetoelectric (ME) effect.$^{1-3}$ The ME effect involves three processes.$^{1,4}$ First, the spinel materials generates stress under an applied magnetic field owing to magnetostriction. Second, the stress is transmitted to the surrounding perovskite materials through interfacial coupling. Finally, the polarizations are produced from the strained perovskite materials.$^{1,4}$ Similarly, the converse ME effect describes the modification of magnetization by application of an electric field.$^5$ The degree of stress transmission through the spinel-perovskite interfaces is strongly correlated with the interfacial stress and the binding of two phases. Recently, the first-principles-based calculations have shown that the ME strength can be enhanced by tuning the biaxial strain in films,$^6,7$ which provides a nondestructive method of investigating the ME effect of nanostructures.

In our previous report,$^{15}$ we have demonstrated that the magnetostriction exists in CoFe$_2$O$_4$-PbTiO$_3$ (CFO-PTO) nanostructures on MgO substrate by examining the CFO-A$_{1g}$ phonon frequency variations under the magnetic-field dependent magnetic anisotropy. However, the ME effects were not observed owing to the superposition of phonons. Therefore, in this work, we further investigate the ME coupling of CFO-PTO by using the polarized Raman scattering to separate the ferroelectric phonons from spinel ones. The stress dependent anisotropic strains, phonons, and ME coupling are studied in CFO-PTO nanostructures of various thicknesses from 17 to 205 nm, corresponding to CFO rod aspect ratios of 0.85 to 10.3 embedded in a PTO matrix, on SrRuO$_3$ (SRO) buffered SrTiO$_3$ (STO) substrates. We found that, to enhance the ME strength, the efficient stress transmission mediated by interfacial stress is more critical than the magnetostriction increased by the rod aspect ratio.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

CFO-PTO films were deposited on SrRuO$_3$ buffered SrTiO$_3$(001) substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) using a composite target of (CoFe$_2$O$_4$)$_n$-(PbTiO$_3$)$_m$ at 600 °C under an oxygen pressure of 100 mtorr. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted using a high-resolution four-circle X-ray diffractometer (HRXRD, Bede D1) with Cu-$k_a$ radiations. Sample topography and polarization were characterized using piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM, Veeco Escope).$^{15}$ A magnetic hysteresis loop was recorded using a vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM, Princeton 3900) at RT. Polarized micro-Raman scattering was recorded through a microscope of NA = 0.9 using an iHR550 LabRam Jobin-Yvon spectrometer with a grating of 1800 g/mm under 532 nm excitation. The Z(XX)Z and Z(XY)Z configurations corresponded to backscattering configurations with parallel and crossed polarizations, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows the diffraction peaks of PTO(002) and CFO(004) near 40° to 47° for the epitaxial films16 of different thicknesses on high quality SRO thin-film buffered STO substrates. Figure 1(b) shows the CFO lattice constants and bulk value (CFO: a = 8.38 Å). CFO rods are generally in-plane elongated and out-of-plane compressed when embedded in a perovskite matrix.3,15,17,18 However, CFO of different thicknesses on high quality SRO thin-film buffered STO substrates. Figure 1(b) shows the CFO lattice constants and strain relaxation on high quality SRO thin-film buffered STO substrates. Figure 1(b) shows the CFO lattice constants and bulk value (CFO: a = 8.38 Å). CFO rods are generally in-plane elongated and out-of-plane compressed when embedded in a perovskite matrix.3,15,17,18 However, CFO of 17 nm film is in-plane compressed. For ultra-thin spinel-perovskite materials, in-plane compressive stress seems to dominate in CFO.19 Because the in-plane compressive stress develops in pure CFO thin-films up to a critical thickness of 40 to 150 nm on STO20 or SRO buffered STO21 substrates, the in-plane strain on thinner multiferroic is ascribed to the substrate effect. As thickness increased from 17 nm to 85 nm, the out-of-plane lattice constant decreased from 8.378 Å to 8.355 Å. It shows the in-plane compression transfers to an out-of-plane compressive stress. This implies that the stress from PTO phase dominates in 85 nm films. The stress then is partially relaxed as the thickness increased to 205 nm. For self-assembled materials, strain can be released by increasing the growth temperature17 or the film thickness.18 Approximate 0.1% strain relaxation on CFO is observed in CFO-PTO films as the thickness increased from 85 nm to 205 nm.

The splitting of PTO (002) diffraction peaks near 44° to 45.8° in Fig. 1(a) shows the existence of two PTO domains, labeled as domains c1 and c2. These domains are confirmed as vertically polarized by the out-of-plane PFM phase image in the inset of Fig. 1(a), where the white and black regions correspond to the alternative up and down polarizations, respectively. Formation of c-domains expands the larger mechanical energy, however, it can minimize the depolarizing field energy generated by the unbalanced polarization charges.22,23 The origin of two c-domains can be correlated with the stress from CFO. Because the PTO matrix is strongly stressed near the CFO rods but weakly stressed far from the rods, the different degrees of strain could induce formation of two PTO domains with different lattice constants. The longer CFO rod length induces a larger concentration of the c1-domain. Because most of the films contain larger concentration of the c2-domain, Fig. 1(c) and its inset show the lattice constants and tetragonality (c/a) of the c2-domain, respectively. The average c/a of 1.045 on STO is larger than that of 1.017 on MgO.18 Additionally, the 26 nm film produced a larger c/a of 1.067 than the bulk PTO (1.064), revealing an enhanced polarization. However, the compressive strain increases slightly and tetragonality decreases as increasing thickness. The CFO lattice constants shift towards the bulk values while PTO lattice constants deviate as thickness increases. It implies that a competition of strain relaxation exists between these two phases.

The AFM images16 reveal that the CFO pillars were 20 nm in diameter distributed in a PTO matrix with an average distance of 20 nm for all films. This shows all films have the same densities of nano-rods distributed in a matrix. CFO-PTO films exhibit a higher density of nano-rods than other nanostructures2,3,17,18 providing a large interface-to-volume ratio to improve stress transmission and increase the surface stress.24 The length to diameter ratios (aspect ratios) of the 17 nm and 205 nm films were estimated to be 0.85 and 10.3, respectively. Figures 2(a)–2(c), respectively, show the hysteresis loops, the coercive fields (HC), and the remnant magnetization to saturation magnetization ratios (Mr/MS) for the films under the in-plane (blue circles) and out-of-plane (red dots) magnetic fields. Comparing with the out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy of the most films, the in-plane preferred anisotropy of the 17 nm film is a result of the in-plane compression induced by the substrate.20,21 The in-plane HC remain nearly the same, while the out-of-plane HC significantly increases as the aspect ratio increases. Strong enhancements in the out-of-plane HC and Mr/MS indicate that a spin reorients from the in-plane to out-of-plane direction. The shape of CFO rods and the out-of-plane compressed stress can cause perpendicular anisotropy. To identify the contributions from the shape (filled squares) and strain (opened squares) effects, these two anisotropies were calculated, as shown in Fig. 2(d). Adopting a one-dimensional model of 2π(Nx – Nz)M22, where N is the demagnetizing factor,17 shape anisotropies of 1.5 × 105 and

FIG. 1. XRD θ-2θ scan along the surface normal (a) for CFO-PTO films. The c1 and c2 domains refer to two PTO domains which are confirmed as vertically polarized by the out-of-plane PFM phase image in the inset of Fig. 1(a). The out-of-plane (red dots) and in-plane (black triangles) lattice constants for CFO (b) and PTO (c) as a function of film thickness, which corresponds to different aspect ratios of CFO rods with the same diameter. The c/a (green stars) shows the tetragonality of the c2-domain of PTO in the inset of Fig. 1(c).
were estimated for the 26 nm and 205 nm films, respectively. The magnetoelastic anisotropy of the 85 nm film was estimated to be $2.86 \times 10^6$ by using the formula of $3k_{33}r_{001}$, where $k_{33}$ and $r_{001}$ correspond to the magnetostriction coefficient and the out-of-plane stress on CFO, respectively. Therefore, magnetoelastic anisotropy dominates the vertical anisotropy. By contrast, shape anisotropy dominates BFO-CFO film when the aspect ratio is larger than 5. The slight decreases in $Mr/MS$ and magnetoelastic anisotropy in the 205 nm film are caused by the partial strain relaxation.

To assign the phonon modes, Fig. 3(a) shows the Raman signatures of CFO-PTO films and pure individual films for comparison. After subtracting the substrate signals, the Raman spectra of CFO-PTO films are normalized by Bose factor and fitted with Lorentzian functions within a root-mean square error of $9.2\%$ as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The measurement time of $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ configuration is four times longer than that of $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ configuration owing to the small signals in the $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ configuration. The phonons near 254 cm$^{-1}$ and 367 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ spectrum and at 360 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(YY)\tilde{Z}$ spectrum, showing reduced intensities as the thickness increases, are ascribed to the SRO-A$_1$ and B$_2g$ modes, respectively, in accordance with Iliev. The A$_1g(1)$ phonon at 700 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ configuration and T$_{2g}(1)$ mode near 580 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(YY)\tilde{Z}$ one are exempted from overlapping with other modes. The B-site phonon at 470 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ spectrum, originating from short-range ordering of Co and Fe cations at octahedral sites, overlaps with PTO-A$_1$(3TO) mode for the thinner films. According to the selection rule of the $P_{4mm}$ space group for an $c$-polarized tetragonal PTO, the A$_1g(1)$ phonon at 700 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ configuration and T$_{2g}(1)$ mode near 580 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(YY)\tilde{Z}$ one are exempted from overlapping with other modes. The B-site phonon at 470 cm$^{-1}$ in the $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ spectrum, originating from short-range ordering of Co and Fe cations at octahedral sites, overlaps with PTO-A$_1$(3TO) mode for the thinner films. According to the selection rule of the $P_{4mm}$ space group for an $c$-polarized tetragonal PTO, only A$_1$(LO) and B$_1$ modes are allowed in the $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ configurations. However, the A$_1$(TO) and E(TO) modes including the silent E(4TO) mode are observed. The appearances of E(TO) modes and A$_1$(TO) modes in $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ and $Z(XX)\tilde{Z}$ configurations, respectively, could be caused by the imperfect $c$-oriented PTO domains or the high NA of objective. Additionally, the large interfacial strain could induce local symmetry to break from tetragonal to monoclinic structure, which enables the E(TO) modes allowed in the $Z(YY)\tilde{Z}$ configuration. All modes, except...
the superposition of phonons (i.e., $B_{1}$-symmetry mode overlaps with CFO-E$_{g}$ mode near 300 cm$^{-1}$, quasi-E mode overlaps with the T$_{2g}(3)$ mode near 100 cm$^{-1}$ to 180 cm$^{-1}$, and E(3TO) mode mixes with T$_{2g}(2)$ mode near 500 cm$^{-1}$ to 600 cm$^{-1}$), are discussed.

Changes of phonon frequencies with thickness can be correlated with strain variations. As the thickness increases, the intensities of A$_{1g}(1)$ and B-site phonons increases in the spectra. The decreased A$_{1g}(1)$ mode frequency consists with the gradually released CFO strain. The CFO-PTO nanostructure has a lower PTO Raman intensity than pure PTO film, which implies the PTO Raman oscillator strength decreases. Additionally, high strains and small grains of PTO could cause phonon softening.43,44 In contrast to the broadening of the A$_{1}(1LO)$ and A$_{1}(1TO)$ modes as thickness increases, the spectral lines of E(2TO) and silent E(4TO) modes become sharper. In contrast to the broadening of the A$_{1}(1LO)$ and A$_{1}(1TO)$ modes as thickness increases, the spectral lines of E(2TO) and silent E(4TO) modes become sharper.45,46

Changes of phonon frequencies with thickness can be correlated with strain variations. As the thickness increases, the intensities of A$_{1g}(1)$ and B-site phonons increases in the spectra. The decreased A$_{1g}(1)$ mode frequency consists with the gradually released CFO strain. The CFO-PTO nanostructure has a lower PTO Raman intensity than pure PTO film, which implies the PTO Raman oscillator strength decreases. The larger band gap of PTO than that of CFO might cause the Raman response function $\gamma''$ to decrease. Additionally, high strains and small grains of PTO could cause phonon softening.43,44 In contrast to the broadening of the A$_{1}(1LO)$ and A$_{1}(1TO)$ modes as thickness increases, the spectral lines of E(2TO) and silent E(4TO) modes become sharper.45,46 

Contrasting intensity and FWHM variations between the CFO-A$_{1g}(1)$ and PTO-A$_{1}$ modes reveal the opposite vertical strains between them. These differences might be caused by thermal stress. As samples were cooled from PTO Curie temperature after deposited, the PTO lattice parameters increased (decreased) along the vertical (horizontal) direction, whereas those of CFO decreased in all three directions. Furthermore, the thickness-dependent phonon behaviors in CFO-PTO films differ from those in pure PTO films,45 which also evidences the coupling from CFO.

By imposing a 0.3 T perpendicular magnetic field, the A$_{1g}(1)$ mode hardens and the T$_{2g}(1)$ phonon softens, particularly for the thicker films, as shown in the upper lines of Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. Because magnetostriction produces strong out-of-plane compression and slight in-plane expansion in CFO according to the magnetostrictive coefficients, A$_{1g}$ phonon frequency blue shifts.15 Because the T$_{2g}(1)$ (582 cm$^{-1}$) phonon represents the asymmetrical translation movement of FeO$_{6}$,25 the elongated lattices $a$ and $b$ cause a red-shifted frequency more than the compressed lattice $c$ does. Furthermore, the largest up-shift frequency for the 205 nm film in Fig. 4(b) indicates that the higher aspect-ratio rod or strain-relaxed CFO could generate the large magnetostriction. Although the overlapping between A$_{1}(3TO)$ and B-site phonons causes difficulty in precisely determining the frequencies, the intensity of A$_{1}(3TO)$ increases under the magnetic fields, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3(b). The intensity ratio of A$_{1}(3TO)$ phonon to B-site phonon increases under the magnetic field, particularly for the thinner films. The enhancements for the thicker films were imperceptible because of the broader FWHM. Additionally, the intensities and frequencies of A$_{1}(1LO)$ and A$_{1}(1TO)$ modes also enhance. Hardening of these phonons, although uncommon, can be achieved by controlling epitaxial stress on PTO.46 Because Raman emission is proportional to the square of spontaneous polarizations by assuming a constant phonon frequency and temperature,33 the anomalous increased phonon intensities imply that the spontaneous polarizations are enhanced through interfacial coupling with CFO, indicating that ME effect exists. By contrast, the E(2TO) and silent E(4TO) modes either broaden in shape or down shift in frequency under the magnetic field, showing the increased in-plane tensile stress.46 We notice that the hardened A$_{1g}(1)$ and softened T$_{2g}(1)$ modes of CFO are similar to the behaviors of the A$_{1}$ and E modes of PTO, respectively. This strongly suggests these phonons are coupled among one another through anisotropic interfacial stress, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). It has been found that the E(2TO) mode hardens and A$_{1}(1TO)$ mode softens in CFO-PZT bi-layer films under a vertical magnetic field.13 This indicates that the connected orientations of two phases can cause opposite lattice dynamics. Considering the phonon vibrations, the A$_{1g}(1)$ phonon is related to the A$_{1}(TO)$ phonon and the T$_{2g}(1)$ mode is more associated with the E-symmetry mode in this study.

Because the ME theory predicts that a nanostructure containing the higher aspect-ratio rods can overcome the substrate clamping,9 the ME strength is expected to increase with thickness. The coupling strength which is probed by the A$_{1}$ and E phonon frequency shifts shown in Fig. 4(a) deviates from the theory, especially for 17 nm and 205 nm films. The discrepancy indicates that even though the 205 nm film is highly magnetostrictive, the generated strain cannot be effectively transferred to PTO. The reduced coupling is ascribed to the partial strain-relaxed CFO in 205 nm film, which decreases the stress transmission. Furthermore, the undiminished ME strength of 17 nm film may be associated with the initial out-of-plane elongated lattice, which
This study reports on structural, magnetic, and Raman studies of self-assembled CFO-PTO nanostructures. Changes in magnetic anisotropies and phonon behaviors with film thicknesses are strongly correlated with the anisotropic strain of two phases. Magnetic fields induced opposite phonon frequency shifts between the $\Lambda_{1g}(1)$ and $T_{2g}(1)$ modes of CFO and between the $A_1$ and $E$ modes of PTO, providing evidences for magnetostriiction and stress-mediated ME coupling, respectively. Furthermore, the interfacial stress, which dominates ME transmission processes, should be taken into account to improve ME efficiency.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study on structural, magnetic, and Raman studies of self-assembled CFO-PTO nanostructures. Changes in magnetic anisotropies and phonon behaviors with film thicknesses are strongly correlated with the anisotropic strain of two phases. Magnetic fields induced opposite phonon frequency shifts between the $\Lambda_{1g}(1)$ and $T_{2g}(1)$ modes of CFO and between the $A_1$ and $E$ modes of PTO, providing evidences for magnetostriiction and stress-mediated ME coupling, respectively. Furthermore, the interfacial stress, which dominates ME transmission processes, should be taken into account to improve ME efficiency.
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